Stage 1 ( הנשיאIsraeli El Presidente):
Scenario:
While visiting in Israel some shooters invite you to shoot a course of fire. Using the Israeli carry method
(loaded magazine empty chamber) shoot the El Presidente. (Skill test)
Course of Fire:
Start by inserting the magazine, but do not rack the slide. Face up range in surrender position. At the signal turn,
draw, rack the slide and engage T1 – T3 with two round each. Reload, and engage T1 – T3 with two rounds each.
Threats can be engaged in any order, Tactical Sequence ( 1 shot on each threat before any threat gets two) not
required. Only four hits per target allowed, make up shots allowed for malfunctions only not for misses.
12 Rounds limited Vickers count
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Stage 2 Shoot or move to shoot
Scenario: Test of speed or accuracy. Shooter decides to move to cover and shoot or shoot from start location.
Course of Fire: From the start position engage at least T1 with four rounds. Shooter can move along barrier to
window and engage T2 with four round and then move to the end of the barrier to engage T3 with four rounds.
Alternately shooter can decide to engage T1 – T3 from P1 using cover with four rounds each. Reload behind
cover.
12 rounds
minimum
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Stage 3 California El Prez in the house
Scenario: You are visiting friends in California and are accosted by bad guys. Load, make ready and engage the
threats.
Course of Fire: Start behind the barrel with a California Ready pistol, that is unloaded with the magazine next to it.
At the buzzer, load, and engage each threat with two rounds each from the windows. After the first string of fire (IE 6
rounds) move to the other barrel reload and re-engage the threats with two round each from the windows; six more
rounds.
*NOTE you can load 6 or 10 round magazines however any more than four hits per target will be a procedural
penalty.
12 rounds limited vickers count.
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Stage 4 Sit Stand Shoot or Sit, Stand Move and Shoot
Scenario: Test of speed or accuracy. Shooter
decides to move to cover and shoot or shoot
from start location
Course of Fire: Sitting at the table with
a loaded gun on the table. Engage at
least T1 with four rounds. Shooter can
move to the pillars for cover and engage
T2 with four rounds and then move to
the the other pillar and engage T3 with
four rounds.
Alternately shooter can decide to engage
T1, T2 and T3 from table, either seated
or standing with four rounds each.
12 rounds
minimum

